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Summary
Vix is pleased to announce the release of Version 6.2.91.

Highlight of Version 6.2.91

Transport Booking Sequence Management

More

New Features
Improvements
Fixes

Highlights of this release

New Features, Improvements and Fixes

New Features
1. Workforce Report SRF335 SAM Core Data has been created to show details of lookup data in SAM which can be used in data reviews. [#22806]

2. Workforce Report SRF334 Room Maintenance has been created to show maintenance logged in SAM. This report improves on the existing SAM
Room Maintenance report. [#22349]

3. Workforce Report SRF333 Overdue Issued Equipment has been created to send notifications when issued equipment in SAM becomes overdue.
[#22552]

4. Workforce Report SRF336 Automation Processing KPI has been created to show requests completed by automation processing as well as
requests which the automation attempted to process but was not able to. [#23079, # 23258]

Improvements
1. The Folio document has been updated to not allow submission when there are 0 items included. [#22283]

Transport Booking Sequence Management
The Manage Booking Sequence functionality has been created to allow users to manage the order of bookings. This allows
the swapping of confirmed and overbooked passengers for easier management of who is on a flight.

Manage Booking Sequence
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2. Workforce Reporting has been updated to include a link when a report is run and saved. The link is shown in the success banner.

3. Folio Itinerary in Workflow has been updated to allow multiple people to be selected so itineraries can be created for multiple people in a single
action.

4. Workforce Reporting has been updated to show a link to the default template on the Ad Hoc report page so users can easily find what is included
in a report.

5. Workflow Users Accounts have been updated to make the Email and Contact Phone Number mandatory. When using the parameter
PhoneNumberFieldValidation, a valid Mobile Number format and/or the value of TBA can be allowed. To utilise the TBA function please contact
the Vix Resources Helpdesk.

6. Workforce Report SRF287 Transport Audit has been updated with the ability to include inactive profiles in the report. [#22054]

7. Workforce Report SRF241 Resource Audit has been updated with the ability to include inactive profiles in the report. [#22043]

8. The Waitlist Maintain page in SAM has been updated to remove the individual transport search. The results grid has been updated to allow
filtering. [#22148]

9. For a submitted folio document if the requestor makes further changes then the document is sent back to the first approver to re-approve.

10. Folio has been updated to always show changes made by requestors in yellow highlight. This includes on new bookings where the request may
have been edited after it was submitted but before being opened by the approver. [#22397]

11. Generic Requests in Workflow have been updated with the ability to select a Camp. [#22444]

12. Workforce Report SRF325 Workflow Pending Requests has been updated to show a Transport Delta. This is number of nights different
between the currently booked and requested dates.

13. The bookings page has been updated with placeholder text advising what each field is for when it is empty.

14. Several pages in SAM have been updated to allow a profile summary popup to be displayed when clicking on a persons name. [#22834]

15. Workflow Cancel Requests has been updated to default the From and To dates to be in past.

16. Workforce Report SRF256 Resource Onsite by Date Range has been updated to optionally allow non-consecutive periods to be included.
[#22658]

17. Workflow has been updated to optionally cancel documents automatically. This process is controlled by parameter
AutoCancelDocDaysInThePast. When set to a number greater than 0, the Workflow Night Audit will cancel documents older than the
parameter value. [#22798]

18. Workforce Report SRF164 Room Availability has been updated with a summary sheet for the entire camp. [#22798]

19. Workforce Report SRF111 Drug and Alcohol has been updated to optionally allow output fields to be specified.

20. Results grids in SAM and Workflow have been updated with roll over highlighting.

21. Workforce Report SRF210 Room Lock has been updated to include the Department and Owner fields which are populated from Group
Bookings. [#22974]

22. Roster Names in SAM have been updated to allow up to 100 characters. [#22968]

23. Workforce Report SRF305 EOM Transport Movement And Contractor Hours has been updated to include the shift status colour on the raw
data tab. A legend has been added to advise what each colour means. [#21732]

24. The Workflow Availability Indicators have been updated with a Unknown category which is used with Commercially Managed transports from
SAM. [#20263]

25. Multiple Remove in SAM has been updated to sort by Surname to be consistent with other pages. [#23227]

26. Workforce Report SRF301 Workflow User Listing has been updated to include the date of birth and contact phone. [#23226]

27. Group Booking searches have been updated to improve performance. [#23251]

28. Workforce Report SRF129 No Show KPI has been updated to be available for all clients.

29. Room Readiness Statuses have been updated to show not ready when a room has a clean scheduled for a future date.

Fixes
1. Fixed an issue with the Folio Shift Visual tab where a booking was over 365 days and being shortened. The shift visual has been updated to show

the correct status colours.

2. Fixed an issue where a SAM User could be reactivated if the travelers profile was made active via Workflow.

3. Fixed an issue with Workforce Report SRF125 Monthly Personnel where an error would be received when there was no data to report.
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4. Fixed an issue where rescheduling a split accommodation (across multiple camps) via the Folio document would not show accommodation items
as modified when they were changed. [#22955]

5. Fixed an issue with Workforce Report SRF309 Accommodation Optimisation where running the report for a month would time out. [#23247]

6. Fixed an issue with Workforce Report SRF187 Back Charge where data could be included from outside the report date range. [#23211]

7. Fixed an issue where Workforce Reporting could stop working due to failed error logging. [#23327, #23393]

8. Fixed an issue where requests approved via the Task Panel could not be approved at the final step.

9. Fixed an issue where approving Folio Leave request via the Task Panel would incorrectly set the Days Away. [#23366]

10. Fixed an issue where the SAM Kiosk Transport Availability report would always error. [#23382 23405]

11. Fixed an issue where it was not possible to reschedule a day trip when the parameter AutomaticallyPickRoom was set to N. [#23385]

12. Fixed an issue where cleans were not auto reallocated when the parameter SameDayClean was set to N. Please note this only affects customers
with advanced cleaning enabled.

13. Fixed an issue when rescheduling a booking and AutomaticallyPickRoom is N would incorrectly advise a split booking was required and not
allow the reschedule to be completed. [#23407]

14. Fixed an issue where it was not possible to open a completed SAM Profile Change request in Workflow if the person had multiple Profile Change
requests completed.

15. Fixed an issue with the Camp Numbers widget on the SAM Dashboard where the occupancy numbers were not correctly handling Group
Bookings and Room Locks. [#22519]

16. Fixed an issue with Workforce Report SRF157 Overstay Report where it could not be run at all. [#23207]
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